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                                                        Managed Hosting

                            

            
                                                        Fast, Secure and Reliable UK Managed Hosting

                
                                    Managed hosting services leveraging advanced technology and robust cyber security without the hassle of managing it yourself, leaving you to focus on what you do best.



Experience unmatched reliability with CWCS’s UK-based managed hosting solutions, powered by 100% renewable energy and backed by over 20 years of industry experience. We are here to help, support and guide you 24/7.
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        Dedicated Servers
    
    
    Powered by HPE Hardware and Intel Xeon Processors, a Dedicated Server will give you maximum performance and reliability when you need it most.

UK Dedicated Servers 
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        Cloud Hosting
    
    
    A smart choice for customers that require reliable, flexible and scalable hosting. Built on a fully redundant platform, our Supreme Cloud is built for mission-critical systems.

UK Cloud Hosting
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        VPS Hosting
    
    
    A VPS bridges the gap between Web Hosting and a Dedicated or Cloud Server, which provides you with more performance, control and flexibility at competitive prices.

Linux VPS Hosting
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        Colocation
    
    
    From our UK ISO 27001 Data Centres in Nottingham, London and Manchester, we’ll provide you the ultimate environment to protect your assets and data.

Colocation Hosting
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        Domains and Email
    
    
    We provide domain registration or transfers with automated renewals. Hosted Exchange for mail only, or Microsoft 365 for email and Microsoft Office desktop applications.

Domains and Email 



                        
            
                

                    

    
















        
        
            
                                                        
    
                
    


    

                    Managed Hosting Benefits with CWCS

            
                                                                
                All our UK data centres are ISO 27001, ISO 9001 accredited and Cyber Essentials certified. You can always rely on the quality and security of our hosting systems.
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    Highly-Secure UK Data Centres

                    
    You’ll always get the highest levels of data security from our UK data centres. CWCS Managed Hosting is ISO 27001 accredited, and UK Government G-Cloud approved.
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    Award Winning Hosting

                    
    ISPA “Best Hosted Service” Finalists

East Midland Chamber of Commerce Finalist for “Excellence in Customer Service”
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    FREE Data Migrations

                    
    Receive up to 2 hours of free data migration (subject to eligibility) when you transition to CWCS Managed Hosting.
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    Purpose-Built Data Centres

                    
    Rest easy that your servers are housed and protected in the best possible environment. Our UK data centres include multiple levels of security, internet connections, and N+1 power supplies.
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    24/7/365 Supreme Support

                    
    24/7/365 access to our on-site UK technical support team. We’re on hand to keep your vital systems running around the clock, so you can focus on your goals
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    Experienced Managed Hosting Provider

                    
    With over 20 years’ experience behind us, we are here to help you make the right technical decisions. Established in 1999 and with data centres across the UK, our expertise and the support we offer you is second to none.
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    Latest DDoS Defence

                    
    Remain continually protected against large scale malicious attacks. We use advanced upstream Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) mitigation and on-site systems to detect and block these risks.
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    Full Suite of Hosted Resources

                    
    We offer exceptional hosting whatever your requirements, from a simple brochure website to fully managed Cloud Hosting. Our solutions are guaranteed to be robust, scalable and secure, and all backed by our 24/7/365 support team.




                
                    

                        

                    

    





    




    
    
        
    
    


    

            
                            Managed Hosting Services that
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        More Than 0%
    
    Surveyed customers that rate our service highly
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        Worldwide
    
    Customers in 0 countries
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        Over 0%
    
    Surveyed customers that would recommend us
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            “

            
                
                    “

                    IDT Limited

                

                Gives us such an advantage over our competitors

                “Having the same dedicated account manager over the years who knows our business and how we work, gives us such an advantage over our competitors. If we do not have the resource, infrastructure or knowledge internally then we know we can lean on CWCS, who do!”
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            “

            
                
                    “

                    Pearl and Dean

                

                CWCS out shone other companies due to their SLAs

                “When looking through available hosting options, CWCS out shone other companies due to their SLAs, competitive pricing, flexible bandwidth options, generous server specification and ‘can do’ attitude.”
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                    “

                    Nottingham City Council

                

                These improvements will make travelling by public transport in Nottingham even better. 

                “These improvements will make travelling by public transport in Nottingham even better. By making tickets available more easily online and at kiosks and outlets in and around the city, public transport becomes a more appealing way to travel for even more people.”
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                                                                            Read All Our Reviews
                            

            
                                    Don’t take our word for it

                                                    see what our customers say:

                                                                                            Read All Our Reviews
                            

        

    





    










        
        
            
                                                        
    
    
    


    

                    Find your best hosting solution

            
                                    
            

            
                                                
                Not sure what you need? No problem! Simply enter your contact details via the button below and we’ll call you back within 2 business hours. Once we’ve spoken to you, we’ll create a jargon-free, easy-to-understand proposal that’s tailored to your needs, and then talk you through the entire thing. You can leave it all to us.

Contact a hosting specialist


            

                                            
            

        

    

    



    







        
        
            
                                
                                                            



    

                    Managed Hosting FAQs

            
                                    
                

                            

        

    

    






        
        
            
                                
                                                    
                

What is Managed Hosting

→



Managed Hosting is a service wherein all the technical aspects of running a server are taken care of by the hosting provider. With CWCS’s Managed Hosting service, you can leverage advanced technology and robust cybersecurity without the hassle of managing it yourself.





Why choose CWCS’s Managed Hosting solutions

→



CWCS boasts over twenty years of industry expertise. Our UK-based managed hosting solutions provide unmatched reliability, ensuring your business grows without any hitches. Plus, we’re available 24/7 for support and guidance.






What different hosting services does CWCS provide

→



CWCS offers a range of services including Dedicated Servers, Cloud Hosting, VPS Hosting, Colocation, and Domains and Email services. All our solutions are designed to be robust, scalable, and secure.





What are the credentials of CWCS’s data centres

→



All CWCS UK data centres are ISO 27001, ISO 9001 accredited and Cyber Essentials certified. This means you can always rely on the quality and security of our hosting systems.





What different hosting services does CWCS provide

→



CWCS offers a range of services including Dedicated Servers, Cloud Hosting, VPS Hosting, Colocation, and Domains and Email services. All our solutions are designed to be robust, scalable, and secure.





Do CWCS data centres guarantee data security

→



Yes, CWCS’s UK data centres are known for their high levels of data security. We are ISO 27001 accredited and UK Government G-Cloud approved, ensuring that your data is in safe hands.





Do you provide assistance in data migration

→



Certainly! We offer up to 2 hours of free data migration when you transition to CWCS Managed Hosting (subject to eligibility).





How reliable is CWCS’s Managed Hosting technical support

→



We provide 24/7/365 access to our on-site UK technical support team. Our Supreme Support ensures your systems are always up and running, allowing you to focus on your business goals.





Does CWCS have international data centres

→



While CWCS specialises in UK Managed Hosting with data centres in Nottingham, Manchester, and London, we also have a presence in international locations including Miami, Dallas, Silicon Valley, and Toronto.





How does CWCS ensure a website’s protection against DDoS attacks

→



We employ advanced upstream Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) mitigation along with on-site systems. This ensures that your managed hosting services remain protected against large-scale malicious attacks.





Is my personal data safe with CWCS Managed Hosting

→



Absolutely. CWCS is fully GDPR compliant and holds certifications such as Cyber Essentials, G-Cloud, and ISO 27001. We maintain stringent measures to ensure the security of customer data and information.





What if there’s a network or server issue

→



We provide solid guarantees including a 100% Network Uptime Guarantee and for dedicated servers, a 1-hour hardware replacement from the point of diagnosing the fault. If we don’t meet our SLA, we offer up to 100% credit of monthly fees.





How can I learn more or get in touch

→



You can Contact Us for more information or if you’re uncertain about your hosting needs, simply provide your contact details, and we’ll get back to you within 2 business hours with a tailored managed hosting proposal.
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                            Sign up to our newsletter for industry insights and events.
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                        Registered office address:
                    

                    
                        Portland Street,

Beeston, Nottingham

NG9 2LP.
                    

                    
                        CompuWeb Communications Services Limited trading as CWCS Managed Hosting is a company registered in England and Wales. Registered company number: 3798604. VAT number: 728 5805 09.
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